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In a nanosecond time-resolved infrared spectroscopic study of dissolved oxygen, O2(a1∆g) absorption, i.e.,
a1∆g f b1Σg

+, and O2(b1Σg
+) emission, i.e., b1Σg

+ f a1∆g, were monitored at∼5200 cm-1 in a number of
solvents. The maxima of the respective spectra depend significantly on the solvent, indicating that the O2(a1∆g)
and O2(b1Σg

+) energy levels likewise depend significantly on the solvent. The corresponding Stokes shifts,
however, are small. The latter, recorded as the difference between the absorption and emission maxima, do
not exceed the uncertainty limits that derive from the step-scan Fourier transform spectroscopic measurements
(∼ (3 cm-1). Nevertheless, the data clearly indicate that the difference between the equilibrium and
nonequilibrium solvation energies for the O2(a1∆g) and O2(b1Σg

+) states is not large. Within the error limits,
it is not possible to ascertain if the Stokes shifts are solvent dependent. Ab initio computational methods
were used to model the data, and the results indicate that both long- and short-range interactions between
oxygen and the perturbing solvent must be considered to adequately describe spectroscopic transitions in
dissolved oxygen. The computational results indicate that a 1:1 complex between oxygen and the perturbing
molecule embedded in a dielectric continuum appears to provide a sufficiently accurate model that can be
used to probe subtle solvent-oxygen interactions.

Introduction

The effect of solvent on the radiative transitions of dissolved
oxygen continues to provide pertinent and challenging problems
for study.1,2 The lowest excited electronic state of oxygen,
O2(a1∆g), is an acknowledged reactive intermediate in many
processes.3,4 Thus, for experiments in which O2(a1∆g) is
spectroscopically monitored, a solvent effect on the radiative
transition can have important ramifications. From a more
fundamental perspective, studies of solvent effects on radiative
transitions provide a nice way to investigate mechanisms by
which a host medium can perturb a dissolved solute. Oxygen
is particularly interesting in this regard simply because transi-
tions between O2(a1∆g) and both the ground state [O2(X3Σg

-)]
and second excited state [O2(b1Σg

+)] are formally forbidden as
electric dipole processes. Moreover, many oxygen-solvent
model systems are small enough to be amenable to high-level
computational treatment which, in turn, facilitates the interplay
between theory and experiment.

Accurate af X phosphorescence spectra have been obtained
from a wide range of common solvents upon irradiation of a
singlet oxygen sensitizer at atmospheric pressure.5,6 Unfortu-
nately, to record Xf a absorption spectra requires the use of
comparatively long path lengths (∼1-5 cm) and high oxygen
pressures (∼140 atm).7-10 Furthermore, because of the dangers
of combustion, such high pressure experiments can only be
performed in a limited number of solvents. Thus, it is difficult
to probe details of the a-X transition using complementary
absorption and emission experiments.

We have recently shown that, using a step-scan Fourier
transform (FT) infrared spectrometer, the af b absorption
spectrum at∼5200 cm-1 can be recorded in nanosecond time-
resolved experiments.11,12In this approach, O2(a1∆g) is produced
via pulsed-laser irradiation of a sensitizer. Most importantly,
the data are obtained from common solvents at atmospheric
pressure using path lengths that can be as short as∼100µm. It
is likewise possible to record the bf a fluorescence spectrum,
again upon pulsed-laser irradiation of a sensitizer, using either
a step-scan FTIR spectrometer12 or a dispersion-based instru-
ment.13,14 Thus, complementary emission and absorption data
from the b-a transition can be used to monitor subtle effects
of solvent on dissolved oxygen.

We have also recently shown that ab initio computational
methods can be used to obtain energies and properties (e.g.,
polarizabilities) of dissolved oxygen under both equilibrium and
nonequilibrium solvation conditions.15-17 Most of this work,
however, focused on the af X transition. To complement b-a
experimental studies, therefore, it will be necessary to extend
our theoretical effort to include more work on O2(b1Σg

+).
In this current paper, we present results from a combined

experimental and theoretical study of the a-b transition in
dissolved oxygen. The key components of this study are
illustrated in Scheme 1.

Specifically, for af b absorption, we consider a transition
from O2(a1∆g) in equilibrium with the surrounding solvent
to the nonequilibrated O2(b1Σg

+) Franck-Condon state. For
b f a emission, we consider a transition from solvent-
equilibrated O2(b1Σg

+) to the nonequilibrated O2(a1∆g) Franck-
Condon state. The Stokes shift, therefore, recorded as the
difference between the absorption and emission maxima, is a
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measure of the difference between the equilibrium and non-
equilibrium solvation energies for both the O2(a1∆g) and
O2(b1Σg

+) states. On the basis of an earlier bf a emission
study,14 we ascertained that b-a transition energies are indeed
sensitive to the solvent. For the present study, we set out to
examine the extent to which the a-b Stokes shift is solvent
dependent.

Experimental and Computational Methods

Details of the experimental approach to record time-resolved
b f a emission and af b absorption spectra at∼5200 cm-1

are given elsewhere.12 In all cases, both the O2(b1Σg
+) and

O2(a1∆g) states of oxygen were created upon pulsed-laser
irradiation of a singlet oxygen photosensitizer. The laser
(Quanta-Ray GCR 230 Nd:YAG) was operated at a 10 Hz
repetition rate, and the irradiation wavelength was tuned
throughout the UV/vis region using (1) the second, third, and
fourth harmonics of the Nd:YAG fundamental output, (2) an
optical parametric oscillator whose output could also be doubled,
and/or (3) a high-pressure cell of H2 gas as a Raman shifting
medium. Data were obtained using a modified Bruker model
IFS-66v/s step-scan FT spectrometer equipped with a 77 K InSb
detector. Spectrometer modifications included (1) incorporation
of an external power supply for the detector and detector
preamplifier, (2) changes in the preamplifier that made it easier
to acquire both ac- and dc-coupled signals, and (3) more rigorous
electronic shielding and grounding. Signals were digitized with
either a 40 MHz, 12-bit (af b absorption) or 200 MHz, 8-bit
(b f a emission) analog-to-digital converter. The wavenumber
scale automatically established by the FTIR with an internal
laser was verified using known spectral transitions in water
vapor at∼5200 cm-1.18

When monitoring O2(b1Σg
+) fluorescence, the FT spectrom-

eter’s IR source was turned off. The sample was mounted
outside the spectrometer and, after irradiation of the sensitizer,
the b f a emission was collimated and coupled into the
interferometer along the same optical axis ordinarily used by
the IR source. Steps were taken to ensure that the sample volume
from which light was emitted was correctly positioned at the
FTIR collection port, thus minimizing errors in the wavenumber
scale due to an incorrectly collimated source.19 In particular,
we established that when the fundamental output of a Nd:YVO4-
seeded Nd:YAG laser was scattered from a sample cuvette
containing solvent, the wavenumber recorded by the FTIR, 9394
cm-1, correctly fell in the expected range of 9393-9397 cm-1.20

Moreover, the value recorded varied only over a range of 2
cm-1 upon translation of the cuvette away from the optical axis
of the collecting lens. Furthermore, the bf a emission maxima
obtained with the FTIR were identical to those independently
obtained using a grating monochromator.14 With these data, we
estimate that the bf a emission maxima recorded by the FTIR
at ∼5200 cm-1 are accurate to within∼2 cm-1. Independent
data from af X emission spectra likewise recorded using FTIR

spectrometers indicate that this∼2 cm-1 accuracy estimate is
indeed reasonable. Specifically, in experiments performed by
two separate groups where accuracy errors associated with beam
divergence in the FT spectrometer could likewise be a problem,
the af X emission maxima recorded were generally consistent
to within ∼1-2 cm-1.5,6

When monitoring O2(a1∆g) absorption, the sample was
mounted between the interferometer and the detector in the
spectrometer chamber designated for this purpose. A tungsten
lamp was used as the IR source. The excitation laser was brought
into the sample chamber through windows mounted in the
spectrometer wall and coupled into the sample using prisms.

In both the O2(a1∆g) absorption and O2(b1Σg
+) emission

experiments, we could reproduce the band maxima recorded
with a precision of∼ (1 cm-1. For each solvent studied, this
was established with a minimum of six separate measurements
but, in some cases, involved as many as 15 measurements.

For most experiments, the sensitizer used was 9-fluorenone
(Aldrich), which, depending on the experiment and the solvent,
was irradiated at a wavelength in the range 290-450 nm.
Perinaphthenone (Aldrich) was used as the sensitizer for the
experiments in methanol. With the exception of the af b
absorption spectrum in methanol, all data were recorded using
1 cm path length cuvettes. The methanol data were recorded
using a 0.1 cm path length cuvette due to significant absorption
by the solvent itself at∼5200 cm-1. All experiments were
performed in oxygen-saturated solutions at atmospheric pressure.
Solvents were obtained from Aldrich (Spectrophotometric or
HPLC grade) and were used as received.

Details of the computational approach used to model solvated
oxygen are likewise given elsewhere.15,16 Briefly, dielectric
models generalized to include nonequilibrium as well as equi-
librium solvation were used.21-23 All calculations were per-
formed with the DALTON program package.24 Since molecular
oxygen is an open-shell system, it is not advisable to use
correlated methods based on a single determinant reference wave
function. Instead, we used the multiconfigurational self-
consistent field, MCSCF, approach. For work in which an
“isolated” oxygen molecule was surrounded by a homogeneous
dielectric medium (i.e., the continuum model), the calculations
were performed with the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set. For work in
which a complex between oxygen and a given solvent molecule
(M) was embedded in a dielectric medium (i.e., the semicon-
tinuum model), the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set was used.

Response theory25,26 was used to calculate the transition
energies. An attribute of response theory is the possibility to
obtain many molecular properties in one single calculation.27

In the spectral representation, response functions contain sum-
mations over all intermediate states. By employing response
theory, however, any explicit reference to excited states is
avoided, and the response equations are solved as sets of linear
response equations using iterative techniques and direct linear
transformations. The linear response function can be written
as27

Since the a-b transition is formally forbidden as an electric
dipole process but allowed as an electric quadrupole process,
we let Vω0 and Vω1 refer to the electric quadrupole operator.
Admittedly, for an M-O2 complex, the a-b transition will
acquire electric dipole character and one could arguably also
use an electric dipole operator.28 However, only the transition

SCHEME 1

〈〈Vω0;Vω1〉〉ω1
) P(0,1)∑

n

〈0|Vω0|n〉〈n|Vω1|0〉

ω1 - ωn

(1)
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probabilities vary according to the operator used in the
computations; the desired quantity for this study, the a-b
transition energy, is independent of whether a dipole or
quadrupole operator is used.

The af b and bf a transition energies were obtained from
the residues of the linear response functions, and the Stokes
shift was obtained as the difference between these two numbers.
Calculations on the M-O2(a1∆g) and M-O2(b1Σg

+) complexes
are more difficult due to the reduced symmetry of the system.29

Under these circumstances, and given (1) the way the complete
active space is allocated for a particular M-O2 pair and (2) the
flexibility of the specific basis set employed, the af b and b
f a transition energies computed can contain common and
systematic errors. However, in taking the difference between
these computed transition energies to yield the Stokes shift, these
systematic errors cancel.

Results and Discussion

1. Experimental Data. b-a Fluorescence.O2(b1Σg
+)

fluorescence spectra (Figure 1) were recorded in three solvents;
CS2, CCl4, and Freon-113 (1,1,2-trichlorotrifluoroethane). The
emission maxima of the respective bands (Table 1) are consistent
with those we reported in an earlier study using a dispersion-
based spectrometer.14

In using these three solvents, we demonstrate that the peak
of the b f a emission spectrum depends significantly on the
medium in which oxygen is dissolved. Results of earlier studies
indicate that bf a spectral shifts correlate reasonably well with
the solvent refractive index,n, as well as functions ofn that
represent, for example, the solvent electronic polarizability.1,14,16

Specifically, the emission maximum shifts to a smaller wave-
number (i.e., a red shift) asn increases. The solvents chosen
for study here cover a reasonably large range ofn and thus
likewise represent a comparatively large solvent-induced spectral
shift. Unfortunately, it is difficult to record bf a emission
spectra in a wide variety of neat solvents, specifically those
with C-H and O-H bonds. In the latter solvents, nonradiative
deactivation of O2(b1Σg

+) is sufficiently facile as to (1) make
the bf a fluorescence quantum yield very small and (2) render
even the fastest IR detectors ineffective because of the short
O2(b1Σg

+) lifetime.17,30

a-b Absorption.O2(a1∆g) absorption spectra were likewise
recorded in CS2, CCl4, and Freon-113 (Figure 2). The band
maxima obtained from these spectra are also shown in Table 1.

Unlike b f a fluorescence, it is possible to record af b
absorption spectra in a wider variety of solvents, including those
that contain C-H and O-H bonds. Absorption band maxima
we have obtained from such solvents are also listed in Table 1.
Using all of the af b absorption data thus far available, we
show in Figure 3 that the wavenumber of the band maximum
correlates reasonably well with the refractive index,n, of the
solvent in which oxygen is dissolved. This empirical relation
is consistent with solvent effects observed on both the bf a
and af X emission maxima.5,6,14 As explained in one of our
earlier reports, however, caution must be exercised in ascribing
physical meaning to this correlation.16

It is also important to note at this juncture that the width of
both the af b absorption as well as bf a emission bands
varies with the solvent. Although this point has briefly been
discussed in our earlier reports,12,14 a more detailed treatment
that exceeds the scope of the present paper is needed.

Stokes Shifts.The a-b Stokes shifts, recorded as the
difference between the absorption and emission maxima, are

Figure 1. b f a Fluorescence spectra recorded in CS2, CCl4, and
Freon-113. The data have been scaled such as to yield the same intensity
at the emission maximum. The symbols shown on each spectrum are
markers placed at intervals of∼3 cm-1.

TABLE 1: Effect of Solvent on O2(a1∆g) f O2(b1Σg
+)

Absorption and O2(b1Σg
+) f O2(a1∆g) Emission Maxima

solvent

solvent
refractive

index

a-b absorption
maximuma

(cm-1)

b-a emission
maximuma

(cm-1)

Stokes
shift

(cm-1)

CS2 1.627 5168 5165 3
polystyrene glass 1.600 5184b

toluene 1.496 5191
CCl4 1.460 5195 5192 3
n-hexane 1.375 5199
Freon-113 1.358 5209 5208 1
methanol 1.329 5217

a Error of ∼(1 cm-1 on absorption data and∼(2 cm-1 on
emission data. See Experimental Section for a detailed discussion of
errors.b From Andersen and Ogilby.37

Figure 2. af b Absorption spectra recorded in CS2, CCl4, and Freon-
113. The data have been scaled such as to yield the same value at the
absorption maximum. For each spectrum, absorbance values at the peak
maximum are in the range 5× 10-4 to 2 × 10-3. The symbols shown
on each spectrum are markers placed at intervals of∼3 cm-1.
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not large and do not exceed the accuracy limits of the FT
spectroscopic measurements (Table 1). These small Stokes shifts
are further illustrated in Figure 4, where we superimpose
corresponding absorption and emission spectra for each solvent
studied. Although the absolute uncertainty of∼ (3 cm-1

associated with the difference between the absorption and
emission maxima exceeds the Stokes shifts reported, we
nevertheless consistently record an emission spectrum that is
slightly red-shifted with respect to the absorption spectrum
(Figure 4). In earlier publications, we reported that the a-b
Stokes shift in CS2 was∼10 cm-1.1,11,12Although this shift is
still quite small, this early determination appears to have been
adversely influenced by a number of experimental factors
associated with the use of a FTIR to detect emission [e.g.,
sample position and optics at collection port (see Experimental
Section)]. A more accurate value for the a-b Stokes shift in
CS2 is the∼3 cm-1 reported herein.

It is clear from Table 1 and Figures 1-3 that the maxima of
the b f a emission and af b absorption bands depend
significantly on the solvent. Given the accuracy of our measure-
ments, it is difficult to ascertain if the Stokes shifts likewise
depend on solvent. Nevertheless, it is clear that, because the
Stokes shifts are so small, any solvent-dependent change in the
Stokes shift will likewise be small.

As indicated in the Introduction, it is difficult to probe the
effect of solvent on the a-X transition using complementary
absorption and emission experiments. The principal limitation
is the need for high oxygen pressures to record Xf a absorption
spectra,7-10 and to our knowledge, corresponding af X
emission spectra have not been recorded under similar high-
pressure conditions. Because the a-X transition is sensitive to
solvent perturbation,1 there is sufficient reason to be cautious
about comparing af X emission maxima obtained at 1 atm to
X f a absorption maxima obtained at pressures of∼100 atm.
With this caveat in mind, it is nevertheless interesting to note
that Losev et al.10 report data that yield solvent-dependent a-X
Stokes shifts that range from 18 to 37 cm-1. In light of our
a-b data, the a-X data imply that the difference between the
equilibrium and nonequilibrium solvation energies for the
O2(a1∆g) and O2(X3Σg

-) states is much larger than this same
difference for the O2(a1∆g) and O2(b1Σg

+) states. In turn, because
the O2(a1∆g) state is common to both of these transitions, this
implies that the difference between the equilibrium and non-
equilibrium solvation energies of the O2(X3Σg

-) state is much
larger than that of the O2(a1∆g) and O2(b1Σg

+) states. Thus, when
data from a given solvent are compared to data recorded in the
gas phase, for example, one might expect a larger shift in the

a f X emission maximum than in the bf a emission
maximum. This line of reasoning based on Losev’s data,
however, is not consistent with the available experimental data
on bf a and af X spectral shifts.14 It thus appears that, given
the magnitude of these subtle effects on dissolved oxygen, one
must indeed be cautious when comparing data recorded at high
oxygen pressures to data recorded at low oxygen pressures.

2. Computational Results.Two general approaches were
used in this study to model the effect of solvent on dissolved
oxygen. In the first, the continuum model, we enclosed oxygen
in a spherical cavity surrounded by a homogeneous dielectric
medium characterized by the macroscopic static and optical
dielectric constants,εst and εop, respectively (εop ) n2, where
n is the solvent refractive index).16 In the second, the semi-

Figure 3. Plot of the af b absorbance maximum against the refractive
index, n, of the solvent in which oxygen is dissolved. Data used for
this plot are listed in Table 1. The dashed line is a linear fit to the data.

Figure 4. a-b absorption and emission spectra for a given solvent
superimposed to illustrate the magnitude of the Stokes shift. The
symbols shown on each spectrum are markers placed at intervals of
∼3 cm-1.
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continuum model, we formed a complex between oxygen and
a given solvent molecule, M, and then embedded this M-O2

complex in the dielectric medium, again characterized byεst

andεop.16

In both models, the total polarization,P(r ), is the sum of
two contributions25,26,31-35

The optical polarization,Pop, represents the response from the
solvent electronic degrees of freedom. Because of its very short
relaxation time,Pop is assumed to always be in equilibrium with
the charge distribution of the solute. The inertial polarization,
Pin, represents the response from the solvent nuclear degrees
of freedom (i.e., vibrational, rotational, and translational motion)
and remains fixed during an electronic transition, thus giving
rise to a condition of nonequilibrium solvation. The condition
of nonequilibrium solvation, the Franck-Condon state, will
remain until inertial polarization moments can react to the
change in the solute charge distribution engendered by the
electronic transition. For the present work, it is important to
recognize that both O2(a1∆g) and O2(b1Σg

+) are sufficiently long-
lived that the af b and bf a transitions originate from solvent
equilibrated states.

Continuum Model.In an earlier study, we established that
the continuum approach does not accurately model af X
transition energies.16 This conclusion is consistent with results
obtained from computational work on other systems.36 In the
present study on the a-b transition, we likewise find that the
continuum approach cannot model the experimental data.
Specifically, calculated Stokes shifts fall in the range∼5-70
cm-1. As established in our earlier study,16 a key weak point
of the continuum model is that it fails to account for short-
range interactions between oxygen and the perturbing solvent.
We demonstrated that for the af X transition, this deficiency
can be overcome by using the semicontinuum model.16

Semicontinuum Model.In this approach, we consider a 1:1
complex between a given solvent molecule, M, and oxygen,
M-O2, that is embedded in a dielectric continuum. On the basis
of our previous af X computations, it is expected that this
approach is sufficient to account for both short- as well as long-
range interactions between oxygen and the perturbing solvent.

Calculations were performed for CS2, CCl4, and Freon-113.
For each system, we considered a number of different orienta-
tions between M and O2. For example, in Figure 5 we illustrate
two of the orientations used for the Freon-O2 complex. The
M-O2 orientations used for CS2 and CCl4 are illustrated
elsewhere.16 As expected, and as demonstrated with our earlier
a f X computations,16 the a-b transition energies depend on
the relative M and O2 orientations. Thus, the computed a-b
Stokes shifts likewise vary with the orientation between M and
O2 (Table 2). To obtain an average of these computed Stokes
shifts that accurately represents the experimental data, one
should ideally consider a large sampling of M and O2 orienta-
tions. Because energy differences between one M-O2 orienta-
tion and another are small (i.e., the M-O2 potential surfaces
are shallow), appropriate weighting factors are the a-b transition
probabilities associated with a particular M-O2 orientation.16

In the absence of these more extensive and demanding
computations, it is nevertheless clear that the a-b Stokes shifts
obtained for the limited number of M-O2 orientations examined
compare reasonably well with the experimental data (Table 2).

Conclusions

The maxima of the af b and b f a spectra depend
significantly on the solvent in which oxygen is dissolved. This

indicates that the O2(a1∆g) and O2(b1Σg
+) energy levels likewise

depend significantly on the solvent. On the other hand, we find
that the Stokes shifts for the a-b transition are comparatively
small (<5 cm-1). This observation indicates that the difference
between the equilibrium and nonequilibrium solvation energies
for the O2(a1∆g) and O2(b1Σg

+) states is small. Because the
Stokes shifts are so small, any solvent-dependent change in the
Stokes shift will likewise be small. To accurately model the
experimental data, one must consider both long- and short-range
interactions between oxygen and the perturbing solvent. We
have demonstrated that, to account for short-range interactions,
it appears sufficient to consider a 1:1 complex between the
perturbing solvent molecule and oxygen. Long-range interactions
can be accommodated by using a dielectric continuum.
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